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DISCLAIMER: 
This is an in-process and editing copy of the Brewpub Lab Procedures Manual. The part num-
bers and order numbers have not been verified or updated, and the phone numbers of the scien-
tific supply companies have not been verified. The entire manual needs to be edited and short-
ened. Nevertheless, it could be useful for a new brewer or new brewpub that wants to get a gen-
eral idea of what HLP testing is about, how it can be done in a brewpub environment, and how 
to build a small inexpensive incubator. 
 
 
 
This Pre-Publication copy is dedicated to the 2007 students of the American Brewers Guild in 
Saulsbury, Vermont, for whose use it was published early. Keep dreaming of great beer!



INTRODUCTION 
 
 
 
From 1989-1990 I was employed as Head Brewer at Triple Rock Brewing Company in Berke-
ley, California. I had learned about and used HLP (Hsu’s Lactobacillus and Pediococcus) media 
while attending the 1988 Siebel Diploma course, but it was at Triple Rock where I learned the 
value of doing “labwork” on a brewpub scale weekly. In my opinion every brewery, no matter 
how small, would benefit from doing HLP labwork weekly. And in my opinion there is no 
brewer who is too busy to schedule 1 to 1.5 hours per week to discover what is going on inside 
of his/her tanks, by doing this labwork. 
 
This manual was designed to provide a broad overview of the labwork that is possible in a 
brewpub brewery. It will also guide you in building an incubator and setting up a small brew-
pub lab. It will teach you basic lab procedures, and will outline the minimum lab practices that 
are recommended for a brewpub.   
 
 
 
 

MINIMUM LABWORK REQUIREMENTS 
 
                                                             Teri's Fabulous Four 
 
 
1.  Build an Incubator before opening day & HLP test every 2nd or 3rd day pre-opening: 
On all tanks containing beer, including test batches. 
 
2.  Weekly HLP testing on all fermenters. 
 
3.  Monthly HLP testing on all servers: Monthly is the minimum. Weekly is preferred. 
 
4.  Monthly water pH, temperature and flavor testing: Keep a record. 



OBJECTIVE AND PURPOSE OF BREWPUB LABWORK 
 
 
OBJECTIVE: 
 
1.  To test your beers for: 

A.  Lactic Acid creating bacteria. 
(Specifically Lactobacillus and Pediococcus.) 

B.  Generic aerobic bacteria. 
 
 
PURPOSE: 
 
1.  To determine if yeast should be repitched into another brew. 
Most brewpubs use expensive yeast cultures. You need to keep these yeast cultures going for 6 
to 15 generations before you buy another fresh culture. You need to know if there is anything 
besides yeast growing in your beers before you repitch the yeast. Test from the fermenter at 
least two days before you plan to repitch the yeast. 
 
2.  To troubleshoot an off-flavored beer. 
Not all off-flavors stem from bacteria, but if the beer has a sour taste to it, chances are it was 
caused by a bacterial infection. Lab culturing could show whether bacteria is the cause or not.  
HLP results are not always conclusive, although they do help. If results for bacteria are nega-
tive, the off-flavor could be caused by wild yeast or unwanted esters due to unfavorable fermen-
tation conditions, especially temperature. 
 
You may find you have bacteria growing in a decent tasting beer. A very small amount will 
probably not affect flavor, however DO NOT REPITCH YEAST from that beer, otherwise 
you are simply propagating that bacteria, and it could grow to tasting threshold next brew. If 
you have a bit of bacteria growing in your sample, I hope it is in a server of fast-moving beer! If 
you find substantial bacteria in any sample, I recommend you caustic & acid wash that tank be-
fore you fill it with a new beer. 
 
 
HOW TO ACHEIVE THE OBJECTIVE: 
 
1.  By building the incubator. 
2.  By culturing bacteria in HLP. 
 
 
WHAT IS HLP? 
 
Hsu's Lactobacillus-Pediococcus Medium, invented by Dr. Hsu of the Siebel Institute of Tech-
nology and J.E. Siebel Sons' Co. in Chicago.  It is an agar or medium that supports the growth 
of the specific bacterium, Lactobacillus and Pediococcus. HLP contains Actidione, which sup-
presses the growth of yeast. (It actually kills the yeast.) 



WHY USE HLP? 
 
Because no microscope is needed! The individual cultures of each bacteria organism grow large 
enough to see and identify with the naked eye. 
 
 

SUPPLIES FOR SETTING UP THE LAB 
 
 
From W.W. Grainger: 
Catalog No.    Item                                
2E834             Thermostat 
2T708             Digital Thermometer 
 
From Fisher Scientific: 
Catalog No.    Item                                
14-959-40B    Case of 500 test tubes  
13-676-10G    Case of 1000 pipettes 
14-792-11       Test tube half rack (Order 2) 
10-040H         500 ml Erlenmeyer flask (ask for one) 
 
From VWR Scientific: 
Catalog No.    Item                                
17805-005      Glass Alcohol Burner (or) 
17822-605      Stainless Alcohol Burner 
29140-067      500 ml Erlenmeyer flask (ask for one) 
 
From Springfield Scientific: 
70-gram scale. 
 
From Crosby & Baker: 
490 gram bottle of HLP 
 
From the Hardware Store: 
15-watt bulb. 
Light bulb socket with 1/8 FPT and screws to connect wires. 
1.5-inch nipple (1/8 MPT - 1/8 MPT). 
Nut for 1/8 nipple. 
One foot of lamp cord. 
Several brass washers that fit on 1/8 nipple. 
3 feet of 3-wire plug cord (white, black, and green wires). 
120 Volt grounded plug (3-prong plug). 
Small 1/4-inch screw (for grounding wire).  
Two long screws and nuts for mounting the thermostat. 
Propane torch. 
 



From Target or Payless, etc: 
8 or 10-quart picnic cooler with flat hinged lid. 
Bag of Jumbo cotton balls. 
Two pot holders. 
Electric countertop single burner (hot plate). 
Bottle of Denatured Alcohol. 
Gallon of Distilled Water. 
Roll of paper towels. 
Small spray bottle. 
 
From Art Supply Store: 
White grease pencil. 
8.5 x 11 inch clipboard. 
 
From the Brewpub restaurant: 
Regular spoon. 
 
 
 
                                            PHOTOS OF FINISHED INCUBATOR 
 
 
Below are photos of the incubator I built for Steelhead Brewing Company in Eugene, Oregon.   
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INSIDE VIEW WITH TEST TUBES 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
INCUBATOR PARTS SHOWN IN PHOTOS: 
 
A. Thermometer (0-160oF, accurate). 
B. Bulb capillary (Thermo-probe for testing air temperature). 
C. Light bulb fixture (For heat, not light). 
D. Lamp cord (Connects light bulb to thermostat). 
E. Thermostat (To control light bulb & switch on automatically). 
F. 120 Volt grounded plug (3-prong) and 3-wire cord. 
G. Styrofoam peanut. 
H. 15-watt bulb. 
I. Aluminum foil (To keep light off of samples). 
 
Alternative incubators which have been suggested but not tested: 

1.  Aquarium with heater as a water bath. 
2.  Yogurt making kit. 

 
There are other designs of incubators you could design, but the above is the one that is referred 
to throughout this HLP Lab Manual. 
 
 
 
 
Please see next page for wiring diagram. 
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INCUBATOR WIRING DIAGRAM 



INSTRUCTIONS TO BUILD INCUBATOR 
 
 
1.  Make sure your picnic cooler has a hinged lid, otherwise you will have to buy hinges to at-
tach to it.  Make sure the lid closes snugly if you install your own hinges. 
 
2.  Take off the handle, you won't need it and it's in the way. 
 
3.  Tip the incubator up on one side, the lid should look like a door with the hinge on your right. 
This is how the incubator will look sitting on your shelf. 
 
4.  Put the bulb socket together, attaching the lamp cord according to the electrical diagram on 
the previous page. 
 
5.  Usually the bulb socket will have a silver and a copper colored screw. The lamp cord will 
probably have a rough and a smooth coated wire, connected to each other along their length.  
Sometimes the lamp cord will have two different colored wires connected along their length. 
 
6.  After you have attached the lamp cord, feed it through the 1/8 nipple, and screw the nipple 
onto the bulb socket. 
 
7.  Put a bulb in the socket, so you can estimate where you need to drill the hole for the 1/8 nip-
ple. You do not want the bulb to touch either the back or the bottom of the incubator. Leave 
room for a test tube rack.  Mark with permanent marker inside the box where your hole will go.  
Then transfer your mark to the outside of the box. 
 
8.  Determine where you want the capillary bulb hole to be. It should be fairly close to the top 
of the side of the incubator, so that the bulb won't touch the test tubes as it hangs down. 
 
9.  Next look at your thermostat. Determine where you want the mounting holes to be, and mark 
on your box. 
 
10.  If you don't have drill bits the right size, ask the construction contractors working on your 
brewpub site to drill the above holes for you. 
 
11.  Also, if you have trouble with the wiring diagram, ask the electrician on site to take a look 
at it for you. Otherwise see if someone at the hardware store can help you. 
 
12.  Once the holes are drilled, insert your bulb socket-nipple apparatus through the hole, with 
the lamp cord trailing out.  Put a brass washer on the inside of the box, if necessary, to keep the 
socket steady. 
 
13.  Put as many washers as are necessary on the outside of the box onto the nipple. Secure with 
the nut. 
 
14.  Attach the other end of the lamp cord, and the 3-wire cord to the thermostat, as shown in 



the electrical diagram. You will have to punch out the disk on the bottom of the thermostat.   
 
15.  Make sure the tiny internal dial on the thermostat is set to its smallest setting (3). This is the 
amount of variance the thermostat will allow as it cycles  (ie: 3 degrees above or below the set 
point). If the thermostat cycles to a wider degree, this dial could have been set as high as 16.  
Reset it to 3. 
 
16.  The green grounding wire will be attached with the small screw to an unused small hole in 
the back of the thermostat. 
 
17.  Attach the thermostat to the box.   
 
18.  Stretch the bulb capillary gently, and insert it into the upper hole until fully inserted. 
 
19.  Push the thermometer into the same hole. 
 
20.  Put the styrofoam peanut between them so they don't touch each other. 
 
21.  If there is more space in that hole, fill it with bits of styrofoam. 
 
22.  Put the 3-prong plug and 3-wire cord together, using the wiring diagram. 
 
23.  Cover the light bulb loosely with the foil. 
 
24.  Your incubator should now be complete. Plug it in.   
 
25.  Test the incubator by turning the thermostat dial to a higher temperature than the ther-
mometer reading. The light bulb should go on. With any luck, the thermostat should kick the 
light bulb on within 3 degrees of the thermometer reading.  If not, check the small cycle vari-
ance dial inside the thermometer. Also, your thermostat could run "hot" or "cold" in comparison 
with the actual temperature. Always use the thermometer to set the thermostat dial, as the ther-
mostat temperature indication may not be accurate. 
 
26.  Set the incubator in a safe place, and set the thermostat for 86oF or 30oC.  Watch it for a 
few days, and adjust the dial according to the actual temperature on the thermometer.  The incu-
bator will never maintain 86oF, but should average 86oF. 
 
27.  Do labwork as soon as you have beer to test! Also, test your brewery water source. Other 
things to test with HLP include beer in kegs. Kegs returned from the distributor. Beer coming 
out of your filter, and darn near any liquid you want to test. 
 
 
 
 
 
 



                                         CULTURING SUPPLIES INFORMATION 
 
 
 
1.  Test tubes. 
Polystyrene disposable 16 x 150 mm test tubes with screw caps. Sterile and individually 
wrapped. 500 to a case. 
 
Test tubes and pipettes shall be ordered individually wrapped,  since you will only be using 
about 10-20 at a time. Do not order them 50-per box because the other 30-40 will no longer be 
sterile once the box is opened. 
 
2.  Pipettes. 
Polystyrene disposable 1 ml pipette with cotton plug and .01 graduations. Sterile and individu-
ally wrapped. 1000 to a case. 
 
Although we only use .5 ml of beer to inoculate our cultures, we don't use .5 ml pipettes.  To 
accurately deliver .5 ml of liquid, the last few drops must be blown out.  That is not sanitary, so 
we use the 1 ml capacity pipette.  We can measure .5 ml without blowing into them. 
 
3.  Test tube rack. 
Test tube rack for 16 mm diameter test tubes.  A half rack is the perfect size for the incubator 
and will fit 24 test tubes. 
 
4.  Erlenmeyer flask. 
500 ml Erlenmeyer flask should be sufficient.  For every approximately 8 test tubes of HLP, 
you will need 100 ml of distilled water in the flask. 
 
5.  Alcohol burner. 
This is used to create a "flame hood" in your lab work area.  A flame hood causes the air to rise, 
and sterilizes the air it heats. Hopefully any bacteria in the air will be toasted and moved up and 
out of the way, and won't fall on your labwork. 
 
6.  HLP. 
Hsu's Lactobacillus-Pediococcus Medium, 490 gram jar. You may take a year to use up this 
quantity of HLP. HLP is very hygroscopic, which means it absorbs water from the atmosphere.  
If you don't use it up quickly, it will literally turn into a rock. Don't store the HLP bottle in a hu-
mid place, like the brewery itself. Put the bottle in a one-gallon ziploc  bag. Store it in a Rub-
bermaid box in the mill room if you must. HLP is sold with an expiration date. Check your date 
when you get your bottle, it should be a year away. Otherwise send it back. 
 
7.  Propane torch. 
This will be used in conjunction with your iodine spray bottle to sterilize the sample port before 
you pull a sample of beer. 
 
 



8.  Aluminum Foil. 
Used to cover the opening of the Erlenmeyer flask when it is heating. 
 
9.  Pot holders. 
Used to handle the hot Erlenmeyer flask. 
 
10.  Single burner hot plate. 
Used to heat the solution in the Erlenmeyer flask. 
 
11.  Denatured Alcohol. 
Burned in the alcohol burner. If you have a local lab supply store, use alcohol burner fluid in-
stead. 
 
12.  Distilled Water. 
Usually found in plastic one-gallon jugs. If you can find it in a glass jug, get that. 
 
13.  Paper Towels. 
For wiping dry the iodine-sanitized spoon and gram scale dish. 
 
14.  Small spray bottle. 
Fill with dilute iodine solution, and use it to spray and wipe down your "lab" counter/work 
space. 
 
15.  White grease pencil. 
Grease or wax pencil for marking the caps of the test tubes with the name of the fermenter or 
server, ie: F1, S2. 
 
16.  Clipboard. 
To post the Lab sheets on, to record your results everyday for four days after doing the labwork. 
Hang next to your incubator. 
 
17.  Gram scale. 
70 gram scale, with graduations. For approximately every 8 test tubes of HLP solution, you will 
weigh out 7 grams of HLP powder. 
 
18.  Regular spoon. 
For spooning HLP powder from the bottle to the weighing dish. 
 
19.  Incubator. 
To incubate .5 ml beer samples in tubes of HLP solution for 2 or more days at 86oF.  For com-
plete results, let test tubes sit in incubator until the next week's labwork.  Then record results 
under comments on the lab sheet if over 4 days. 
 
 
 
 



THE TRIPLE ROCK TECHNIQUE 
 
 
Arrange all your lab supplies before you begin.  If you do not have a lab, arrange to use the 
Manager's Office undisturbed for the next hour. 
 
Prepare the lab area by closing doors and windows.  Turn off fans that are blowing.  Wipe off 
workspace counter with the iodine solution spray.  Light up the alcohol burner anytime the Er-
lenmeyer flask or an open test tube is near.  Continue to work near the flame. 
 
Take a clean 500 ml Erlenmeyer flask which has been hanging upside-down on a dowel or peg-
board hook.  That way it is not dusty or dirty and does not need to be sanitized with bleach, nor 
rinsed with city water.  Measure 150 ml of distilled water into it and put it aside.  (Irvine will be 
the same.  Burlingame will use 100 ml distilled water for approximately every 8 tanks to test.) 
 
Take the brass weighing dish off the gram scale and spray it top and bottom with the iodine so-
lution.  Wipe off with a clean paper towel and replace on the gram scale.  Spray off the spoon as 
well and then wipe it off. 
 
With the gram scale set to zero, adjust the front leg on the left by height until the scale balances.  
Set the gram scale to 10.5 grams.  Measure HLP powder onto the weighing dish until the scale 
balances again.  (Irvine will be the same.  Burlingame will use 7 grams of HLP powder for ap-
proximately every 8 tanks to test.) 
 
Pour the HLP powder into the flask, put a sterile cotton ball into the opening of the flask, and 
swirl gently.  Put it on the single burner hot plate. 
 
Plug the hot plate in and turn it to high.  Bring to a boil and boil the HLP solution for (+) or (-) 
2.5 minutes.  Turn off the hot plate, and with a hot pad, remove the Erlenmeyer flask and place 
it on another hot pad to cool. 
 
While it is cooling, take the clipboard with a fresh Lab sheet and write down the required infor-
mation about each beer that will be tested.  Tank number, Beer type, Brew number, Date 
brewed, Yeast number, Prior yeast tank, Yeast generation number, etc. 
 
It is imperative that labwork be done on the fermenters weekly, in order to propagate only 
healthy yeast.  If something has to slide in labwork due to time constraints, let it be the servers.  
However, it is an excellent idea to test the servers in order to get an overall view of how your 
sanitation and transfer procedures are holding up.   
Extremely cloudy 1-day old beer will often leave dead yeast in your test tube.  Sometimes it is 
difficult to see through the haze.  If you are concerned, you may want to do labwork twice a 
week. 
 
While the HLP is still cooling, take as many test tubes out of their plastic wraps as tanks you 
will be testing.  By now the HLP solution is probably cool enough to handle.  Use the hot pads 
if necessary.  Pour solution into a test tube until it is about 2/3 full and cap it off.  After all test 



tubes are full, allow them to cool in the rack some more. Discard excess HLP solution, or test 
your water, filter, or whatever, with the excess. Go to the brewery to collect beer samples. 
 
Take another series of test tubes out of their plastic wraps and place them in another rack. Mark 
the caps with the white grease pencil, ie: F1, S2, etc. 
 
Collect beer samples in test tubes from the sample ports. Sanitize the stainless sample port with 
iodine solution, and then flash it for a few seconds with the propane torch. Be careful not to 
"nuke" the nut as it contains plastic parts. When you open the sample port, let the first sample 
hit the ground, as your sample port is so hot it is actually sterilizing the beer coming out and 
will give false "clean labwork" results. After a portion has hit the ground, put a test tube under 
the stream, being careful not to touch the opening to anything.  Also be careful nothing touches 
the edge of the test tube cap. If you have not already pre-marked the caps with the grease pen-
cil, do so as you collect each sample. 
 
After collecting all the samples in the test tube rack, the HLP tubes have probably cooled down 
to about 104oF (40oC). Feel the HLP tubes.  If they feel pretty hot, let them cool further. If you 
inoculate them too hot, they will sterilize the beer sample, once again giving a false "clean lab-
work" reading. 
 
To inoculate the first sample: Mark an HLP tube cap with the beer tank number; take the wrap-
per off a pipette, open the beer sample tube, put the pipette into the beer sample tube, being 
careful not to touch the end of the pipette to the edge of the test tube. More Detail on Pipetting 
Below.   
 
Then open the HLP tube (hold cap with pinky finger); carefully fill pipette with 1 ml of beer.  
Inoculate HLP solution with .5 ml of beer (half of pipette); discard the pipette and the beer sam-
ple tube; reseal the HLP tube; tip sealed tube upside-down twice to mix; mark cap with grease 
pencil if you haven't yet;  place it in the third test tube rack; and go on the the next sample. It 
takes a great deal of coordination to not contaminate what you should not be contaminating! 
 
After all the HLP test tubes have been marked and inoculated, place the test tube rack into the 
incubator at 85oF. Monitor temperature with the thermometer frequently the first time you use 
the incubator.  Adjust the thermostat manually until it keeps an average temperature of 85oF 
(30oC). Check the test tubes for the next four days. Record your results daily. Results are usu-
ally seen after 48 hours. See Analyzing Results, below. 
 



MORE DETAILS ON TECHNIQUE: 
 
TO PIPETTE:  Open the beer sample test tube first.   
 
Turn a pipette so the cotton plug end is up.  Take the wrapper off the pipette.  Discard the wrap-
per.  Hold pipette with right thumb and index finger.  (If you're a lefty, you'll have to translate 
this yourself.)  Be aware of the other end of the pipette so that you don't touch it to anything.  
Put the pipette into the beer, being careful to avoid any sediment at the bottom of the test tube.   
 
Pick up an HLP tube with your left hand.  Wrap your right pinky around the cap, and twist tube 
with your left hand to get the cap off. 
 
Put both the plug-end of the pipette, and your right index finger into your mouth.  Suck the beer 
up slowly to the 1 ml level, avoiding the sediment, and then put your finger over the end of the 
pipette so the beer doesn't slip out.  The beer should stay put until you barely remove your fin-
ger to release the beer into the HLP tube.  As long as you suck and don't blow, the cotton plug 
should protect the beer sample from your germs. 
 
Before releasing the beer, check the level of the beer on the pipette graduations, beneath the 
foam level.  If this 1 ml pipette was exactly full, it would read 0.  If it was nearly 3/4 full, it 
would read .3.  (The test tube graduations seem upside-down.)  If you add .5 to the beer level 
reading, the answer is the level the beer should be at after you release exactly .5 ml.   The best 
way to not let the beer get away from you, is to watch the ending beer level reading for the ap-
proach of the beer.  It is much harder to watch the beer itself - a moving target. 
 
Discard the pipette, and reseal the test tube.  Tip the test tube upside-down twice to mix.  Mark 
test tube cap with the grease pencil to identify the beer sample, and put the test tube in the third 
test tube rack. 
 



ANALYZING LAB RESULTS 
 
 
Clear               Lactobacillus              Old Lacto Colonies          Pediococcus      Aerobic        All 

 
 
1.  Totally Clear:  Looks just like when you inoculated it. 
 
(Nebulous floating cloudiness is usually dead yeast.)  Probably means your beer contains no 
Lactic acid or aerobic bacteria.  Might also mean that you inoculated your test tubes while the 
HLP solution was too hot, or you took a hot beer sample out of the sample port, destroying any 
bacteria present.  If effect, you just sterilized your bacteria with heat.  The HLP solution should 
be allowed to cool to 104oF (Hot tub temperature) before inoculation.  When taking a beer sam-
ple, let the sample port cool down before you dip your test tube in the stream. 
 
2.  Lactobacillus:  White, tornado-shaped colonies. 
 
Colonies are suspended in the medium.  Each tornado is one colony, each of which grew from a 
single bacteria cell.  Lactobacillus colonies can also look like small white ghosts, or like bumpy 
roundish shapes, each with a point on the bottom.  (Like a bumpy radish.)  It is the total number 
of colonies that is important, not the size of each.  The total number of colonies should be re-
corded.  If you have only one or two colonies, they will appear quite large.  If you have many 
colonies, they will appear quite small.  The size is limited by the amount of nutrient in the me-
dium, consequently if you only have one or two colonies, there is more nutrient per colony, and 
they can grow to a larger size.  Just count and record total number of colonies. 
 
The more colonies you see, the more bacteria present, the more likely you will taste it!  (Lactic 
acid tastes like lemon juice or sour milk, and can cause cloudiness.)  Also, Lactobacillus is a 
Diacetyl producer.  (Diacetyl smells and tastes like butterscotch.)  Just a few colonies will not 
affect the taste of the beer very much, but do not repitch the yeast from that beer and propagate 
the bacteria!  The taste threshold will be different for each person's taste buds.  One can defi-
nitely taste it at 30 colonies, and perhaps not at all at 1-10 colonies. 
 



Lactobacillus is anaerobic (does not like oxygen), so it will affect your wort and beer before it 
is bottled or kegged.  It grows best in a non-oxygen environment, such as your wort after it 
cools to 140oF (60oC) or less, and your beer before kegging.  That is why it is so important to 
cool your wort fast and get your yeast in it as soon as possible.  A slow start, not enough oxy-
gen (or too much), or poor sanitation procedures will nearly guarantee the presence of this bac-
terium.  Let's be careful out there! 
 
If your culture tubes sit in the incubator for a few extra days, the colonies will tend to spread 
out and will not be as recognizable.  (See figure on previous page.)  Sometimes, if your tubes sit 
in the incubator for an extra week or two, a formerly clean lab result will be seen to grow some 
small colonies.  My guess is that you have a very weak Lactobacillus infection.  With a strong 
start in the next brew, the yeast from that beer probably did not propagate these weak bacteria 
very much, however, caution should be used.  If you are finding a lot of old tubes that are 
sprouting colonies, it would be prudent of you to order a fresh lot of yeast from Wyeast, or Air 
Freight a Cornelius in from one of the other Steelhead breweries. 
 
3.  Pediococcus:  White, swollen football-shaped colonies. 
 
Colonies will be suspended in the medium.  Each football, or more accurately, rugby-ball, 
represents a colony that has grown from a single cell.  The total number of colonies is important 
and should be recorded.  The size of each individual colony is not important.  Sometimes the 
colony can be surrounded by a white swirl that looks like cigarette smoke, and sometimes the 
colony can appear flat instead of three-dimensional. 
 
Pediococcus is a Lactic acid producer, as well as an even more prolific producer of Diacetyl.  It 
is also anaerobic.  It is considered more dangerous than Lactobacillus as it is harder to eradicate 
from the brewery.  If your beer has this bacterium, please do not repitch the yeast. 
 
4.  Generic aerobic bacteria:  Cloudiness at top of the medium. 
 
Any cloudiness appearing in the top half-inch of the medium in the test tube indicates some sort 
of aerobic, or oxygen-loving bacteria.  It is probably an acetic acid bacterium, which tastes like 
vinegar.  It grows best in an oxygen-rich environment, such as your beer after aerating it, by ac-
cident, during bottling or kegging.  That is why it is so important to counter-pressure fill kegs 
and bottles, and to keep the splashing down in all ways.  This bacteria is aerobic, it loves oxy-
gen, and needs it to grow. 
 
5.  Any combination:  of 2, 3, and 4 above is entirely possible. 
Any combination of lactobacillus, pediococcus, and aerobic bacterial infection is entirely possi-
ble.  Test your spit to see what this looks like. 



RECORDING YOUR RESULTS 
 
You will record your lab results on a Laboratory HLP Test Log.  See page 29 for a sample Labora-
tory HLP Test Log sheet and page 30 for a sample Accumulated Lab Results, by Tank sheet. 
 
Below is an example of how to fill out the Laboratory HLP Test Log.  The Name, Date & Time line 
you fill out when you start the lab procedures.  You will also fill out the first 6 positions on each 
line when you do your lab procedures.  The information corresponds exactly with the information 
on your Brewlog. 
 
Starting the day following lab day, you will begin collecting the results for the next four days.  
Mark your results as shown in the example below.  The first letter represents the presence of any 
generic aerobic bacteria found in the sample.  (Coudiness in the top half-inch of the medium.)  The 
result is marked as either Y or N, standing for Yes or No, in the first position.   
 
Then a slash-mark is made, and the second position is marked by a number.  This represents the 
number of anaerobic bacteria colonies that were counted.  No differentiation is made between lacto-
bacillus or pediococcus colonies.  (If you want to, you can make a notation in the comment column 
to differentiate.)  This number can be anything from 0 on up.  Please record your results everyday 
for the first four days.  Also, do labwork weekly!   
NOTE: If you have bacteria colonies of any kind, please refer to the Brewlog for that beer and 
mark "NO" next to "Repitch?" in the Yeast section, otherwise leave blank.  Whenever you plan to 
repitch a yeast, always check the Brewlog for "Repitch? NO". 
 
                                                                       Brewpub  
                                                        Laboratory HLP Test Log 
 
Name ______________   Date ____________  Time Start __________  Time End __________ 
 
Tank   Brew    Batch      Date      Yeast      From            Yeast                                Results 
 No.    Name      No.     Brewed     No.    Fermenter    Generation    1 day    2 days    3 days     4 days  
 
F1_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
F2_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
Every month or so you will transfer your weekly lab results to the Accumulated Lab Results, by 
Tank sheet.  Each standard lab sheet is condensed to one line on the accumulated lab sheet.  Put 
down the 4th day result.  If there is any bacteria present, please put a square around your result on 
the accumulated sheet. 
 
At the bottom of the accumulated lab sheet, you will add up the totals for each fermenter.  In the 
example below, please note that the first letter, formerly Y or N, has become a number.  This is the 
number of times listed on the accumulated sheet that the fermenter in question has been tested as 
having aerobic bacteria present.  (ie: the number of Y answers in the column.)   
 



The second number represents the number of times listed on the accumulated sheet that the fer-
menter in question has been tested as having anaerobic bacteria present.  (ie: the number of non-
zero answers in the column.)  By putting a square around any results with bacteria present, you 
should be able to add up your totals quickly without missing any. 
 
You are looking for patterns here.  If you find that a particular tank tests positive again and 
again, over time, with either aerobic or anaerobic bacteria, then you need to look at that tank 
closely.  Examine the structure of the tank for faults (ie: check the stainless), and examine your 
procedures closely.  Has the same person brewed into that tank for the last 8 brews?  Coinci-
dences happen.  Track down the causes of your results.  Look for the big picture.  If you have 
questions, call! 
 
 
Dates _______ 
                                                                       Brewpub 
                                                Accumulated Lab Results, by Tank 
 
             Fermenters                                                                          Servers 
Date     F1       F2       F3       F4       F5       F6       F7       F8         S1       S2       S3       S4       S5 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
_____________________________________________________________________________ 
 
            Fermenters                                                                           Servers 
            F1       F2       F3       F4       F5       F6       F7       F8          S1        S2        S3      S4      S5 
 
Totals:_______________________________________________________________________ 
 


